


Lockdown hai toh kya hua..
Diwali ka jashn toh hum manayenge.. 
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Celebrate this Diwali with your Employees, Channel Partners, Dealers, Teams or 
Family members. As the name suggests, its not the conventional housie but it’s a 
game of words. The board consists of 90 numbers (can also add words along with 

number, it will be lowercase), each number being a synonym/connected with a 
particular word. We shall issue tickets with various combinations, each ticket having 

15 different words along with numbers.

All these words will be customized to the theme #DIWALI, we will decide 90 words 
in advance that suits and matches the event and the brand, accordingly, we shall 

generate customized tickets having these words.



➢Once the 90 words are decided as per your Suggestion and Requirement. We generate tickets for each 

individual. 1 ticket consist of 15 Diwali words.

➢Tickets are sent to all participants by WhatsApp or Email with a message about the Game and the 

Timings. 

➢On the Day of Game, All Rules are explained before the game starts. Information about Dividends and 

how to claim the prizes.

➢One by one all Words/numbers are announced in an Auto-generated format.

➢On their screen, Participants can see a Diwali theme Number Board, live timings, sequence of 

numbers announced.

➢Once the participant claims, we check CLAIMS LIVE ON SCREEN for all participants to know 

whether claim is correctly claimed or not.

➢This way, once all prizes are claimed, we sum it up with loads of fun conversations and interactions.



➢NAME OF THE EVENT

➢COMPANY`S LOGO 

➢PLAYER NAME 

➢EMPLOYEE ID

➢15 DIWALI WORDS

➢UNIQUE TICKET CODE

➢DIVIDENDS 

➢WISHES/ANY HASHTAG









➢ We can add/ subtract everything as per the requirement.

➢ we have more than 100 variations for participants to play. From 

beginner to advance experts.

➢ The host will check claims on the screen, everyone will be able 

to see whether the claim is correct or not instantly through our 

online integrated system.

➢ Tickets can also be customised as per the required color and 

theme.

➢ The game can be completed within 30 minutes or can be 

extended to 3 hours or more.

➢ From 1 to 1 lakh or more people can play at the same time.

➢ Number board with real time will be shared on their screen




